Intermediate Modern Greek II (GREK018)
Spring 2003
Instructor: Eleni Miltsakaki

Classes start: January 13\textsuperscript{th}, 2003
Spring break: March 7\textsuperscript{th} – March 17\textsuperscript{th}, 2003
Total number of classes: 27

Syllabus

Topics
1. Arts-Entertainment. (weeks 1-8)
   a. Cinema-TV-Restaurants
   b. Literature
2. Travel-history. (weeks 19-27)
3. In the news! (weeks 10-18)
   a. Newspaper articles
   b. Magazine articles
   c. Biographies

Grammar

1. Tenses
   a. Present Perfect
   b. Past Perfect
   c. Future perfect
2. Passive voice (remaining tenses)
3. Conditional sentences
4. Indirect speech
5. Sentences-sentence connectives
   a. Relative
   b. Causal
   c. Concessive
   d. Temporal
6. Remaining noun and adjective declensions

Essays
Topics from the texts including (but not limited to)
   Film/restaurant reviews
   Travel guides
   Writing a quiz: ‘What would you do if you …’
   Biographies
   Articles for newspapers or magazines
Oral
1. Making plans to go out
2. Giving road directions
3. Discussing a menu
4. Review of literary work
5. Booking a trip
6. History lecture
7. Taking/Giving/Reporting interviews (including jobs)
8. Conducting a survey

Video
1. Continue the TV serial from last semester
2. Extracts from news reports

Other listening activities
1. Poetry based songs
2. Variety of taped dialogues

Material
1. To be distributed in class
2. English-Greek dictionary required